Fusion of organic and
non organic materials,
merging in a perfect
accord and rhythm

orgonico agg.
[der. di orgone]
(pl. m. -ci).

Every single vital energy
unit of which the
whole nature
is permeated.

“I’ll write home every day and I’ll send all my loving to you”.
All My Loving
Beatles
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WE LISTEN TO MUSIC WITH OUR HEARTS, IT’S AN
EMOTIONAL WAVE WE RIDE WITH ALL OUR SENSES.

FEELING, LIGHT, SOUND
A spaceful house where the bouncing
notes of jazz could be blown gently,
soundtrack of our moments out of
this world.

I slipped a glass of white
wine, he checked his SAX
once more, before
starting to play.

Nothing is left to chance: the
bright-colored walls, the pop shaped
furniture, each ornament, each touch
of style sounds like a love declaration.

We looked into each other’s
eyes and have never stopped
since.
IT WAS A SWING TUNE.

An old-fashioned love,
made of ROMANTICISM,
SEDUCTION AND MUSIC
in the undivided space of
our house.

Notes blow gently in the spaces, filling the rooms,
soundtrack of OUR moments out of this world.

Notes on our skin.
My eyes full
of you.
The only thought:
to meet again as
soon as possible.

analogue and digital sources, from vinyl to
high quality web streaming.
“Make your own idea alive in one object”,
this is the concept that inspired its
realization. The hand-made manipulation
of the electronic components, makes
Horgonic an evocative piece of art with a

Design and technology merge into one
single object: Horgonic, an emotional

Design and technology merge into
one single object: Horgonic.

o
Electronic Tubes give off heat, heat is love, it’s
life. Wires simulate the map of paths where
anyone’s gaze can wander through the limpidity
of the methacrylate or crystal slabs.
The lines recall 70s Pop Art. A vintage design
exalted by a retro touch that aims to an essential
and neat design, underlined by the use of original
Electronic Tubes from the 50s, used as active
components to amplify music in class A to obtain
excellent sound performances.
The manual assembly of the electronic
components “on air” is unique in its kind, and the
special audio transformers are completely
handcrafted, without the help of automatic
machines. The wiring made of silver strings and
silk protections, enrich the object certifying to the
buyers its innate evocative and qualitative value,
that won’t change but will actually grow over
time. Horgonic, through its container inspired to
Reich’s orgone box (Freud’s disciple), allows a
multisensory fruition of music, combining its
peculiar technical, aesthetic and functional
features with the emission of lights and colors
projected though the methacrylate or crystal slabs.

The harmonious result makes it match every style
of furniture perfectly, classic or modern.

underlines the rhythm during the psychedelic
listening.
Horgonic is morphocromatic , and thanks to the
limpidity of its slabs it dresses the shades of
colour of the surfaces on which it is placed, in a
non-invasive way compared to the commercial in
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Love, work and knowledge
are the well-springs of our life.
They should also govern it.
Wilhelm Reich
(24 March 1897 – 3 November 1957)
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CAPTIVATING, IRREVERENT, COZY

Craftsmanship, ART, creativity
Love of art, aesthetics, beauty.
Over the city hustle
the songs of our
hearts, the
transparencies,
a perfect atmosphere
with old friends.

Design is not only functionality, it also has
to arouse emotions, tell a story.
Horgonic, through its unique design,
tells us of Italy’s craftsmanship,
engineering and creativity.

A special and cozy ambience,
The warm tones of Horgonic’s
tubes, harmony of words and
understandings, circuits of pure
energy and happiness.

IN THE BACKGROUND THE NOTES SPREAD FROM CLASSIC AND
DIGITAL SOURCES, EMOTIONS ARE IMMORTAL.

Fusion of design and technology,
Horgonic is a little work of art that
sound, an object with a warm soul.

A COMPLETE COORDINATED
AND CUSTOMIZABLE
HI-FI LINE

Horgonic can be
completed with a wide
range of accessories for
one to live a fully
multisensorial listening
experience.

With simultaneous
connection to systems
equipped with BT
(Bluetooth), turntable
platter and CD.

MULTI ENTRANCE
VALVE PREAMPLIFIER

In transparent methacrylic
for 33 and 45 RPM vinyl
listening.

TURNABLE PLAYER

Dimensions:
54x38x30 cm

WOODEN AUDIO
SPEAKERS

Shape your audio speakers,
choosing among different
colors and woods.

Laser engrave texts and/or
logos on the upper slab.

steel, gunmetal grey, gold.

Choose among the different
colors available for the

Add the remote control for
the multicolored leds.

Replace the methacrylic slabs
with the crystal ones that
emphasize its design making
it even more precious.

How to customize your
Horgonic

Engineering, design and production lab in Rome – Italy
Contacts for product updates and customization requests
Web site: www.horgonic.com
E-mail: info@horgonic.com
Phone: +39 (0)6 98352014

registered model : nbr 002820985-0001
company property of Consevo Network Ltd.

